Online Gaming
Creating a Winning Online Gaming Experience with Identity Verification
There’s no question that online gaming is hot. There’s a lot of money on the table — the global online gambling industry
is expected to generate revenues of more than $74 billion (£58 billion) by 2023 (Source: Research & Markets, 2018).
Jumio offers industry-leading identity verification solutions to help gaming operators verify the age of your players,
detect online fraud, fight account takeover and simply the onboarding process. Offering a great experience is essential
to keeping your players interested, and that experience begins with how a new player creates an account, and
continues whenever they interact with the gaming site.

Benefits

!

Age Verification

Reliably verify the age of players with an ID document scan that can
detect if the ID is authentic.

Streamlined
User Experience

Provide an intuitive, user-friendly experience on all channels
without compromising security.

KYC Compliance

Meet strict KYC mandates by ensuring that you’re reliably verifying
the online identities of your users across the globe and more than
3,300 ID types.

AML Compliance

Automatically screen new players with comprehensive, real-time
global coverage of sanctions, watchlists, PEPs and adverse media.

Definitive
Decision

Reduce time-intensive manual reviews by delivering a yes/no
verification decision (versus a risk score).

Omnichannel
Support

Cast a wide net and build in choice by seamlessly integrating identity
verification with a wide variety of implementation types including
apps (iOS and Android), desktops (via webcams) and APIs.

Fraud Detection
& ATO Prevention

Reduce account takeovers and friendly fraud by revealing the true
identity of the player during onboarding and high-risk transactions.

Biometric-Based
Authentication

Speed up the authentication process and deliver a definitive match/
no match determination in 2-3 seconds for high-risk transactions.

The Player Experience

Leveraging the Latest Technologies
With Jumio, companies can quickly and accurately connect a player’s online identity with their real-world
identity in order to optimize conversions, deter and detect fraud, and meet KYC/AML mandates.

Innovative Technology

Artificial
and augmented
intelligence

Certified
liveness detection

Face-based
biometrics

Compliant
machine learning

Computer
vision

Trusted by Leading Gaming Operators
Jumio is chosen by some of the largest gaming operators in the space for their eKYC needs.

Learn more at www.jumio.com/gaming

